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Abstract. Wide applications of Wireless Sensor Networks also make

them more interesting to adversaries. WSNs’ protocols are designed
without security in mind so they are susceptible to many types of
attacks. Some preventive mechanisms are deployed to protect WSNs
but they are not enough. Thus, WSNs need an Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) to detect intrusion of adversaries to response and
diminish the damage. In this paper, we propose an algorithm for
detecting a series of attacks in WSNs by applying Cumulative Sum
(CuSum) algorithm to detect anomalies. We also show that our
algorithm is very light-weight so it fits the demands and restrictions of
WSNs.

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consisting of thousands of sensor nodes have
many potential applications nowadays from temperature, light monitoring in a smart
house to detecting enemy’s movement in a battle field. In most cases, sensor networks
are deployed in open and unprotected environments so it is very attractive to
adversaries. There are many ways adversaries can use to attack sensor networks [2,
3]. Although some preventive mechanisms were proposed and installed, they do not
guarantee the security of sensor networks one hundred percent. Thus, it is necessary
to have some mechanisms of intrusion detection as a second protecting wall to
prevent intruders from causing damages to the networks.
A lot of work has been done on Intrusion Detection System (IDS) for traditional
wired networks so far. However, it is not appropriate to apply directly IDSs in wired
networks into sensor networks because of unique characteristics of sensor networks.
From the intrusion detection viewpoint, the main challenges in sensor networks are
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their flexible network topologies, lack of concentration points where traffic can be
analyzed and the most important, sensor resource constraints. Sensor nodes are
designed to be small and inexpensive so they have limited capabilities such as limited
computational power, memory and energy. Thus, all security services for sensor
networks must be designed with these constraints in mind. Some intrusion detection
mechanism has been published however their performances is very limited, either in
resource usage or in effectiveness.
In this paper, we proposed another approach to detect intrusion in sensor networks
by using Cumulative Sum algorithm (CuSum) to detect anomalies based on statistical
information of packets in the networks. Three features of the network are monitored
including: the number of incoming packets, the number of outgoing packets and the
number of collisions related to each node. The network is considered as under attacks
if any abrupt change of one of these features is reported. The most important things of
our contribution lie in the simplicity, low computation overhead and the high
effectiveness of the proposal algorithm.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses
some related work. Section 3 mentions about background study in this context.
Section 4 discribles the proposal algorithm. In section 5 we present a simple model
using the algorithm to detect intrusion detection in sensor networks. Finally, in
section 6, we discuss and summarize our results and future work.

2. Related works
Intrusion Detection is not a new research issue in the broad area of security. A lot
of work has been done so far for Intrusion Detection in wired traditional networks [7,
8, 9, 10]. However, restrictions of WSNs make the direct application of these
solutions inappropriate.
Recently, intrusion detection in WSNs is getting more and more attention of
researchers. However, there is a limited number of papers about algorithms to detect
attacks in WSNs so far. One of them is the “temporal packet leashes” algorithm used
to detect wormhole attack [6]. In this approach, the time needed to transfer a packet
between each pair of neighbors will be calculated. A larger than usual time will
indicate a wormhole attack. This approach requires strictly the clock synchronization
between nodes in the network which is not easy to obtain in WSNs.
In [5], the author proposed two statistical approaches to detect wormhole attack in
WSNS. The first one called Neighbor Number Test bases on a simple assumption that
a wormhole will increase the number of neighbors of the nodes in its radius. The base
station will get neighborhood information from all sensor nodes, computes the
hypothetical distribution of the number of neighbors and uses statistical test to decide
if there is a wormhole or not. The second one called All Distance Test detects
wormhole by computing the distribution of the length of the shortest paths between all
pairs of nodes. In these two algorithms, most of the workload is done in the base
station to save sensor nodes’ resources. However, one of the major drawbacks is that
they do not pinpoint the location of wormhole which is necessary for a successful
defense.

A rule-based algorithm was proposed in [16] to detect anomalies in WSNS.
Monitor nodes will check traffic of their neighbors and compare to some predefined
rules. If a rule is not satisfied, a failure is accumulated. An anomaly is reported if the
number of failure is greater than an expected value which is calculated dynamically
by the monitor node. However, some rules are not easy to implemente and resource
consuming. More important, the detection effectiveness and accuracy depend on the
buffer size which is strictly limited in WSNS. A similar algorithm proposed in [17]
has the same drawbacks.

3. Background
For better understanding of our algorithm, we are going to present briefly a
background for our study including detection techniques and common types of attacks
in WSNs
3.1 Anomaly Detection
All of the intrusion detection techniques are classified into one of two
methodologies: misused detection or anomaly detection. Misused detection
techniques, sometimes refers to as signature-based detection techniques, look for
behavior that matches a known attack scenario by analyzing the information in the
network, compareing it to a large database of known attacks (signatures). Any new
attack which is not in the database can not be detected so the database must be kept up
to date, which is not easy to do in sensor networks. Anomaly detection tecniques look
for behavior that deviates from normal system activities. These techniques do not
require knowledge of know attacks and can detect new types of intrusion which is
considered more suitable for sensor networks.
The key question in anommaly detection techniques is how to distinguish
anomalies from normal. Which factors of behavior used to know whether one
behavior is normal or not is the most important thing in an anomaly detection system.
Some systems use the distribution of commands that users used in their session, some
use statistics about system calls, … Generally, it depends on characteristics and
common types of attacks against each systems.
3.2 Attacks on sensor networks
In order to construct a anomaly detection algorithm in sensor networks, it is
necessary to analyze some of the most common attacks in sensor networks including:
wormhole, blackhole, HELLO flood attack, Jamming, … Most of them focus on
vulnerabilities of routing protocols.
• Wormholes: By some ways, an adversary creates communication links
between some pairs of compromised sensor nodes. This may attract more
sensor nodes to send their traffic via these links. After that, the adversary can
eavesdrop, alter or simply drop these packets.

•
•
•
•
•

Blackhole: a black hole is formed when a node tries to advertise a zero-cost
route to all other nodes in the network. As a result, more sensors will send
traffic through this zero-cost route and will be unsuccessful.
HELLO flood attack: an adversary broadcasts HELLO packets with large
enough transmission power to lure other sensor nodes that the adversary is
their neighbor.
Exhaustion: a sacrificed node keeps transmitting packets to another node to
exhaust the target’s battery power.
Collision: an adversary will try to corrupt a small part of traffic to induce
much more collision in some weak protocol.
Jamming: An adversary can disrupt the network by sending a more powerful
signal over the frequency used by the nodes.

To realize the anomaly characteristics of these attacks, we divide them into three
major categories: (1) attracting other nodes to send their traffic to a compromised
node, (2) causing collision to disrupt sensor network and (3) exhausting a node’s
resources by sending many packets to the target. It is straightforward to see that
attacks in each category makes the network traffic deviated from that in normal
condition in different ways. If the network is under attacks in the first category, traffic
to some nodes (compromised nodes) will suddenly increase. Attacks in the second
category will raise the number of packet collision and attacks in the third category are
revealed by the increasing amount of outgoing traffic related to one node. Therefore,
we can detect attacks in sensor networks by monitoring these anomalies. They are the
changes in (1) the number of incoming packets to a node, (2) the number of collisions
associated with packets sent by a node and (3) the number of outgoing packets from a
node.

4. Proposed algorithm
A lot of techniques have been done for anomaly detection such as: neural network,
audit data analysis and mining, statistical models, … Each of them has their own pros
and cons. Here, we used a widely-used anomaly detection algorithm, Cumulative Sum
(CUSUM). CUSUM is suitable to deploy in sensor network because it is a strong,
light-weight and less memory consuming statistical model.
4.1 CUSUM algorithm
CUSUM is one of some change point detection algorithms used widely to detect
the change of mean value of a random sequence (see [11, 12] for good survey). In
brief, CUSUM detect changes based on the cumulative effect of the changes made in
the random sequence instead of using a single threshold to check every variable. To
detect abrupt changes in a random sequence {Xn}, CUSUM requires a parametric
model for {Xn} which it not easy in some cases. Thus, a new approach called nonparametric CUSUM proposed by Wang [13] is used more popular especially in attack

detection. Assume that {Xn} have a negative mean in normal condition and become
large positive in anomaly operation, we set:
y0 = 0
yn = (yn-1 + Xn)+
(n ≥ 1)
where
(x)+ = x : x > 0
= 0 : otherwise
yn can be canculated in another way:
yn = Sn – min Sk,
k

Sk =

∑x
i =1

i

In normal operation, the mean of {Xn} is negative so yn ~ 0. In anommaly
condition, Xn will become positive. {yn} will accumulate with time. A large {yn} is a
strong indication of abrupt changes. In attack detection, we set dn(yn) be the decision
function. dn() can be defined as:
dn(yn)
= 0 if yn ≤ N
= 1 if yn > N
(N is the threshold of the attack detection)
We can describle the CuSum algorithm in brief as following:
Algorithm 1
CuSum := 0
n := 0
Repeat
n := n + 1
CuSum := CuSum + Xn
If CuSum > ThresHold then
Signal attack indication
Until Finished
where n is the nth sampling period
The algorithm is straightforward. The most important thing is how to model {Xn}.
In next parts, we will discuss the way to model {Xn} to detect abrupt changes in the
number of incoming packets, the number of collision packets and the number of
outgoing packets from a node.
4.2 Detecting changes in the number of incoming packets
Let { Δn , n = 0, 1, …} be the number of incoming packets to the monitored node
collected within one sampling period. However, { Δn } depends on the size of
sampling period and the density of the monitored node’s vicinity. To normalize, we

Δn / F where F is the average number of incoming packets to
the monitor node in a sampling period. F can be calculated recursively as following:
simply define Zn =

F (n) = α F (n-1) + (1 - α ) INC(n)
where INC(n) is the number of incoming packets to the monitor node in the nth
sampling period. α is a constant lying between 0 and 1 indicating the memory in the
estimation.
Thus, the mean of {Zn} is close to 1 in normal condition. To satisfy the assumption
(2), we transform {Zn} to another random sequence without loss of any statistical
feature.
Xn = Zn - β
where

β

is a constant parameter depending on the network condition to produce

{Xn} with a negative mean. In general, β is selected to be larger than the mean of
{Zn} during normal conditions.
So, we can apply nonparametric CUSUM with a random sequence {Xn} to detect
changes in the number of incoming packets to the monitored node.
4.3 Detecting changes in the number of outgoing packets
Similarly, let { Δn , n = 0, 1, …} be the number of outgoing packets to the
monitored node collected within one sampling period. We define Zn = F / Δn where

F is the average number of outgoing packets to the monitor node in a sampling
period.
F (n) = α F (n-1) + (1 - α ) OUT(n)
where OUT(n) is the number of incoming packets to the monitor node in the nth
sampling period. α is a constant lying between 0 and 1.
Thus, the mean of {Zn} is close to 1 in normal condition & become larger under
attack. To satisfy the assumption (2), we set
Xn = Zn - β

β

is selected to be larger than the mean of {Zn} during normal conditions.

4.4 Detecting changes in the number of collision
Similarly, we set
Xn = Zn - β
Zn = Sn - Fn
where Sn/Fn is the number of successful/unsuccessful packets in the nth sampling
period.
β is selected to be larger than the mean of {Zn} during normal conditions.
Algorithm 2 summarizes our algorithm described above.

Algorithm 2
all CuSum = 0
n = 0
repeat
n = n + 1
for each neighbor i do
CuSum(inc i) : = (CuSum(inc i) + Xn(inc i))++
CuSum(out i) : = (CuSum(out i) + Xn(out i))
if any CuSum > Its Threshold then
Signal attack indication
end for
CuSum(collision)
:
=
(CuSum(collision)
+
Xn(collision))+
if CuSum(collision) > Its Threshold then
Signal attack indication
until Finished
where n is the nth sampling period. inc i means the number of incoming packets of ith
neighbor. out i means the number of outgoing packets of ith neighbor. collision means
the number of collision packets of the monitor node.

5. Intrusion Detection Model
Because of the lack of central point to collect data, our Intrusion Detection System
is distributed. That means some nodes, called monitor nodes, will be installed
Intrusion Detection Agents to protect themselves and their neighbors (called
monitored node). Monitor nodes are selected so that every node in the network is
monitored by at least one monitor node. One node can be monitored by several
monitor nodes. There is a trade off between security level and resources. The more
monitor nodes, the higher security level.
Fig. shows the architecture of a monitor node. This node runs the common node
functions, like sensoring and data message sending and retransmitting, in addition to
the IDS functions. IDS functions are done in promiscuous listening mode in which the
node captures all coming packets, analyzing and detecting anomaly behaviors. This
architecture is similar to the architecture proposed by R. da Silva in [2]. The major
different point here is the “Anomaly Detection” module.
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Fig. 1. IDS agent architecture

Data Acquisition & Statistics module
In this module, all packets coming to the monitor node are captured in promiscuous
mode. Based on packets’ header, this module will count the number of incoming,
outgoing packets related to each neighbor. These data will be stored for further
analysis in following form:
Incoming packets
Outgoing packets
Neighbor 1
x
x
Neighbor 2
x
x
…
…
…
Table 1. Input data for anomaly detection module

Anomaly Detection Module
Based on the data from “Data Acquisition & Statistics” module, this module will
detect abrupt changes by our proposal algorithm in III. If any change is detected, an
“Intrusion Alert” will be raised.

6. Discussion
Our proposal approach in this paper bases on Cumulative Sum algorithm which is
considered light-weight and powerful to detect abrupt changes in a random sequence.
Suppose that the monitor node in the network has k neighbors, the algorithm 2 shows
us that the complexity in each step (each sampling period) is O(k). In common sensor
networks, k is often less than 10 so the monitor node just needs to do some basic
operations in each sampling period. By comparison, the algorithms in [16, 17] have to

analyze and check traffic data with a series of rules some of which are not
straightforward and require a considerable amount of computational resource.
Besides, little amount of memory resource is required by our algorithm. The
monitor node just allocates memory for some trivial variables and a small-size array
for statistics data of packers of the neighbors. In [16, 17] they need a huge buffer to
store all packets needing to be analyzed and the algorithm turns out poor result with a
small-size buffer.
However, simulation is needed to prove strongly the result of this algorithm. In
addition, monitor nodes in our system should work in cooperation to detect intrusion
faster and with higher accuracy. These drawbacks are what we are focusing on to
improve our intrusion detection system.
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